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An incident rate provides information about recordable injuries and illnesses. The U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration and individual employers use information to plan for upcoming inspections, gauge the effectiveness of health and safety programs within the same
firm, and make industry-wide comparisons. The event rate formula uses a benchmark number of 200,000 hours, which represents the number of hours that 100 full-time employees work in a 50-week working year. This benchmark number standardizes the formula to make it useful for making industry-wide
comparisons against businesses of all sizes. The formula also uses the OSHA recordable injury standard, which defines a recordable injury or illness that typically requires professional medical attention beyond simple first aid. According to OSHA record-keeping requirements, this includes, but is not
limited to, cuts, fractures, sprains and loss of an organ. Examples of recordable diseases include work-related skin diseases, respiratory disorders or poisoning. Additionally, the work environment has anything that significantly increases a preexe existed injury or illness to also record. Most businesses use
OSHA Form 300 as the basis for collecting injury and illness data. Calculate the number of OSHA recordable illness and injury cases for the entire calendar year. Add the total number of actual employee work hours for the year. This number does not include leave, holidays, personal time or sick leave.
Complete the event rate calculation using the formula: (the number of recordable injuries and illnesses X 200,000) / Total hours worked for example, If you had six recordable injuries and illnesses and 300,000 actual working hours during the last year, the incidence rate for your company is 4.0 percent —
(6*200,000)/300,000. When you run a business, you have to add at the price you pay for the goods to get the price at which you sell those goods to customers. Markup rate is a term used to find out what percentage is added on the cost of the item to find its sale price. As a business owner, if you set your
markup rate too high, competitors will be able to lower your prices. However, if you set markup rates too low, you will be hard at work to make a profit. Subtract the item you pay for an item from the price you sell to customers. For example, if you sell an item for $8 but only pay $6, you'll deduct $8 to $6 to
add $2 to the price. Divide the amount added to the price by the amount you cost the item to buy to find the markup rate expressed as decimal. In this example, you will split $2 by $6 to get 0.3333. Markup rate expressed as a decimal Convert to markup rate expressed as percentage by multiplying by
100. In this example, you will multiply 100 to 0.3333 to find the markup Should be 33.33 per cent. A new business owner may need help setting hourly or daily service rates. You can calculate the number of customers needed to reach your desired hourly earnings goal, factoring your additional cost of
doing business. Based on your hypothetical interest in general automotive technology, you can open a repair shop that works oil change, tune-ups and breaks. You can apply service rate calculations to most types of businesses. Set your hourly rate for service work. Call some of your competitors to
determine the average service rates for companies in your area. Ask your competitors to provide service quotes for different job types. Get pricing for content and labor. Review the information you receive during your market research to estimate your prices for comparable services. For example, each
includes an estimate for competitive parts and labor, if the competitor charges a $79 for a motor vehicle brake, a $95 fee for competitor B brakes and a $89 fee for competitor C-brakes, you may well have to hire charges somewhere in between, such as parts and $90 for labor. Analyze your potential
gross profit for break jobs. Let's say your break pads cost $20 for each pair. Estimate one hour as the time required to complete the brake job. Reserve $35 per hour for your estimated wages, as well as $20 for content. Use $90 gross income to prevent parts and labor costs of $55 to realize a $35 gross
profit before cutting your overhead costs. Summarize your monthly overhead costs. For example, garage rentals can be $1,000, equipment rentals $400, utilities $750, telephones $100 and ads $500. The monthly overhead in this example totals $2,750. Divide your overhead cost of $2,750 by $35 gross
profit to calculate the number of hours you're billed per month. You'll need to do a minimum of 79 break jobs per month to meet your estimated overhead costs. Identify your estimated profit per month. There is a plan to complete 100 break jobs per month to realize a net profit equivalent to $750 per
month. Complete 100 break jobs for a gross $9,000. Feel a net profit of $750 for the month by reducing your halves ($2,000) labor ($3,500) and overhead ($2,750) from $9,000. Adjust your service rate upwards to increase your profit or lower your service rate to offer more competitive prices. Check your
hourly earnings to determine if your wages need revision to make a profit. Review your planned rate of salary for employees, as you may need to factor items such as benefits and unemployment compensation. With special videos, podcasts, courses and more Get free access to the best tips of . Delete
your account or unsubscribe at any time. Brad Weaver will be speaking about the pricing of his work in London, generated Sept. 21-23. In his talk he will discuss, using actual projects, rates, prices, and benefits, You'll leave with real numbers and tools to use in your business to gain control of your pricing
strategy on the same day. Don't miss out; Book your ticket now! It's not easy to talk about profit. Often this one is an afterthinking. But if you're a creative director in business, you're out to make a profit. To be blunt, if you're not making a profit, you're not running a business; You just have a job. Profit is
simply the difference between the amount earned and the amount spent while producing something. So how do you make sure you're consistently making profits, and not just when a project goes really well? You need to know what you need to do to thrive in your business, not just to survive, and to treat
the benefits as a necessary part of your budget, not the additional revenue from individual projects. The first step is to work at the rate of your shop. Don't miss Brad's sessions and workshop in London Generated! Shop Rates requires you a basis for all your pricing calculations. Most people use the hourly
billing rate, which is unwise. Those rates are not specific to you; They are based on guidebooks, blog posts, and tasks your friends charge. Durable profitable companies use hard math to determine how much to charge. They know something our industry is still learning: Your gut is not a calculator. Your
business has limited time to sell every month, regardless of how you bill. There are a few ways to overcome this limitation, but each is flawed. Raise your rates: How much you can charge per hour, and you can get yourself out of the cheapest in the market: Working people who make them lower than your
hourly billing rate can cause your overhead to grow quickly, and employees can't produce the quality of work your customers expect to pay in profit on a per-project basis: calculating costs and profits on a per-project basis is incredible; You can only control so much what is the solution? You need to find
something called your shop rate: (expenses + benefits) ÷ hours = shop refined what your business spends to run, add to the profit, and then divide it into how much time you have. It tells you how much time you have to sell, it's the price you can use to calculate your project prices. Knowing your shop rate
puts you in control of your pricing strategy. Spending when you're not in control of your pricing, it's like going downhill at an unsecured pace. It's fun for a while, but unsustainable. Get control and enjoy ride expenses, including your recurring monthly expenses, annual expenses, your salary, the salaries
and taxes of any employee or contractors. Broken into a formula, it looks like this: (Recurring expenses + 1/12+ of annual expenses Salary + Salary of Employees + Contractor Fee) × 1.25 = Expenses include paid rent, software, utilities, supplies and regular purchases. If you don't know your Cost, create
a budget and stick to it. It's not easy, so be honest and give yourself extra room. Annual expenses include anything you have to pay for annually or quarterly: big purchases such as computers, furniture and conferences. Divide the cost of each annual expense by 12, each month to account for 1/12 of that
expense. This will help you eliminate surprises throughout the year. Then pay yourself a salary that meets your lifestyle needs. Find a good number that matches the matches you've done when you work for someone else. Also includes the salaries of anyone who works for you. Contractors must have a
certain amount of price for each project unless they work for you at all times. If it is an irregular expenditure, again you need to set the budget and stick to it. Finally, save for taxes. Tax liabilities vary according to the country of business. Know what they are and make them line-items in your budget-don't
try to ignore them until the bill comes. We use 25 per cent as a guideline in the United States. Once you've matched those numbers, you have the expense share of your formula. We're going to use $20,000 as our example number. Looking forward to profit: Profit is often lost by planning for major
expenses by failing to make a consistent profit, making it into the operating costs of your store rather than trying to make a profit on each individual project. This can save you from projects that go on budget or which you underestimate. To calculate the profit, add one percent to your monthly expenses
total. Find a guideline that makes sense for you and your business, in Nine Labs we have a base advantage of 20 percent. Because the profit is built into the store rate, every unit of time you sell is already profitable. Here's the formula, using $20,000 as the example spending figure: 20,000 + 20% =
24,000 This means that above all our expenses, salaries, annual costs and taxes, we're going to make an extra $4,000 every month. But profit opportunities don't stop there. We still aim for additional benefits between 20 percent and 40 percent on each project by quoting the right price. We can do this
using different methods. Hours hours you have the billable time available to work. This means that each person can spend on services; Not how many hours are they at work. If you have employees, this is the sum of everyone's billable time added to your shop's total bucket together. The average
production is 30 billable hours per week for employees, and 20 or less for owners and management. Non-billable employees such as project managers or sales do not contribute – their salaries were included as part of the calculation of your expenses. When this figure works, the goal is to find a real
number That's sustainable for your business, not to see how many hours you can work if you skip your nights and weekends. Billing rateYou've now added your own The profit is built in, and know how many hours you have to sell. So if we have $20,000 in expenses, $4,000 in profit and 160 billable hours
to sell, we have a shop rate of $150 per hour. The difference between your shop rate and your billing rate (20,000 + 4,000) ÷ 160 = 150 is how it is used. Your shop rate is private and cannot be moved; It is never negotiable. Your billing rate (if you select an hourly bill) is public and can be negotiated, but it
should never be lower than your shop rate. It's up to you to determine what it is, depending on your market, your interest in work, and your current cash flow. Get a crash course in the pricing of your work with Brad Weaver in London Generate. In addition to his talk, Brad will also host an entire day at the
workshop on how to start and build a profitable design business. Book now! This article was originally published in Net Magazine Issue 281. Buy it here. here.
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